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Abstract

Background. No research to date has been able to discriminate differences in lifting technique for healthy individuals who even-

tually develop low back pain compared to those that do not while employed in a manual materials handling industry. The purpose

of this study was to demonstrate the ability of principal component analysis to identify differences in lifting technique.

Methods. Principal component analysis was applied to sixteen kinematic and kinetic waveforms describing the two-dimensional

motion of the trunk and load. The principal component scores for each variable were used as the dependent measures in a one-way

ANOVA to determine group differences.

Findings. Significant group differences (P < 0.05) were found for five of the principal component scores capturing associated kine-

matic waveform patterns related to the control and placement of the box on the shelf, and associated kinetic waveform patterns

related to the relative timing of extension moment generation in the sacral and thoracic regions. A related waveform pattern for

trunk compression was also found.

Interpretation. Due to the coordinated movements involved in tasks such as lifting, differences among clinical populations have

been difficult to demonstrate empirically. We were able to identify different characteristics in lifting kinematics and kinetics prior to

the development of low back pain. Principal component analysis was able to identify important biomechanical differences where

traditional analyses failed. This is the first study to identify such lifting differences prior to the development of low back pain.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In manual materials handling (MMH) industries, it
has been shown that the majority of over-exertion inju-

ries occur as a result of lifting tasks, which have also

been identified as one of the leading causes of low back

pain (LBP) (NIOSH, 1991). Considering the cost in

man-hours, rehabilitation, and the chance of reoccur-
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rence, prevention of LBP has been a major focus in

workplace education and job design (Gundewall et al.,

1993; Kim and Chung, 1995; Mooney et al., 1995;
Potvin and Norman, 1993). From an occupational

biomechanics perspective, the load, frequency, and

duration of the lift are often assessed in relation to the

method (technique) of lifting, raising a number of asso-

ciated challenges. First, the term technique is synony-

mous in the literature with lift posture (stoop versus

squat), strategy, pattern, and coordination (Kjellberg

et al., 1998), providing obscurity in the definition.
Secondly, since lifting involves a number of mechanisms
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and is a very complex task (Hsiang et al., 1997), segment

kinematics, kinetics, and electromyographic patterns are

required to track the coordinated pattern and individual

variations rather than simply characterizing the tech-

nique by the starting lift posture (Hamill and Knutzen,

1995; Khalaf et al., 1999; Kjellberg et al., 1998). Thirdly,
the large amount of biomechanical data required to

accurately describe and analyze lifting technique is

particularly challenging for researchers.

Although lift posture, described by changes in knee

and trunk position, has been used to illustrate both dif-

ferences between novice and experienced lifters (Gagnon

et al., 1996) and changes during fatiguing conditions

(Sparto et al., 1997), it is limited as a descriptor. It has
been clearly shown that lifting performance can vary

considerably despite using similar lifting methods even

when the lifting task is constrained (Albert et al., 1999;

Garg et al., 1983; Hsiang and McGorry, 1997; Leskinen

et al., 1983; Troup et al., 1983). Furthermore, parame-

ter-based methods have been employed to explain bio-

mechanical differences in lifting technique between

controls and LBP with varied success. Larivière et al.
(2002), for example found no differences in the lifting

technique between a chronic low back pain group and

control group using a parameter-based approach, but

their study revealed that differences in muscle activation

were present. This suggests the need for electromyogra-

phy-driven models to explain the coordination of the lift

pattern. Similarly, another study utilizing a parameter-

based approach was unable to discriminate between
the lifting techniques of healthy experienced lifters, over

50% of which developed LBP within a two-year period

(Albert et al., 1998). In their award winning paper,

Marras et al. (1993b) on the other hand, were able to

classify the motion characteristics of over 500 subjects

as either normal or belonging to one of ten low back dis-

ability groups with success rates ranging between 16%

and 100% depending on the disorder. Their discrimina-
tion model used seven parameter-based variables associ-

ated with velocity and acceleration of trunk movement.

These results begin to explain the complexities of the

lift, but have reduced the lifting data by extracting sum-

mary statistics or events (mean, maximum, range, time

in the lifting cycle of these parameters) to describe the

lift. The disadvantages of this approach are that

the descriptive measures must be chosen a priori and
the temporal characteristics of the trajectory may be

lost, reducing the sensitivity of subsequent hypothesis

testing (Khalaf et al., 1997, 1999; Rice and Silverman,

1991). The need to coordinate upper and lower extrem-

ities in a synergistic manner makes lifting a complex task

requiring robust analysis techniques for assessment of

the entire lifting profile. The coordination of movement

implies proper timing; therefore, temporal information
is needed in the analysis. Gait research has recognized

the advantages of methodologies that assess the entire
waveform, reducing the information needed to accu-

rately describe normal and abnormal gait patterns

(Deluzio et al., 1997; Wooten et al., 1990). In the lifting

literature, Khalaf et al. (1999) have used principal com-

ponent techniques to determine the variability in kine-

matic and kinetic lift characteristics such as: angular
position, velocity, acceleration and net torque profiles

for the ankle, knee, L5/S1, shoulder and elbow joints

to describe different lift techniques, lift speeds, and lift

loads. Furthermore, the concept of motion signatures

characterized by trunk flexion/extension velocity and

acceleration (Marras et al., 1993b; Marras et al.,

1993a) and principal patterns of variation in electromy-

ography (EMG) waveforms from specific muscles (Hub-
ley-Kozey and Vezina, 2002; Larivière et al., 2000) have

been advocated as a means of identifying lower back

disorders in clinical populations.

However, no research to date using either a parame-

terization approach or waveform analysis techniques

has been able to discriminate differences in lifting tech-

nique for healthy individuals who eventually develop

LBP compared to those that do not while employed in
a MMH industry.

Therefore the purposes of this study were: (1) to ex-

plore the use of a principal component analysis in dis-

criminating lifting motion patterns of healthy

experienced lifters who do and do not develop low back

pain; and (2) to compare the principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) approach to a traditional parameter-based

approach.
2. Methods

2.1. Sample data set

The analyses presented in this paper were conducted

on data extracted from the Queen�s DuPont Low Back
Pain Research Study (QDLBPS) database (Stevenson

et al., 2001). In 1995, 149 healthy employees (35 females,

114 males) from a nylon production plant volunteered

to be monitored for LBP development during the pro-

ceeding two-year period. Health and LBP status were

monitored every six months with the Health & Lifestyle

questionnaire (Stevenson et al., 2001) and the Oswestry

Low Back Disability Scale (Fairbanks et al., 1980).
Employees were included in the study if they were con-

sidered healthy as operationally defined by them: (1)

having no previous history of LBP; or (2) having had

LBP in the last 2 years that did not require them to seek

medical attention or to change their activities. Over 87%

of the participants had Oswestry Low Back Disability

scores less than 20, indicating minimal disability (Fair-

banks et al., 1980).
Measures related to lifting technique, physical mea-

sures, and health and lifestyle variables were collected



Table 1

Variables selected for analysis based upon criteria of males lifting 15kg

mass

Waveform variables Discrete variables

Box vertical velocity Leg raise left

Box vertical acceleration Leg raise right

T1 extension displacement Leg strength (mV)

T1 extension velocity Leg strength (N)

T1 extension acceleration Leg endurance

L1 extension displacement Curl-ups

L1 extension velocity Back endurance

L1 extension acceleration Initial lumbar posture

S1 extension displacement Initial thoracic posture

S1 extension velocity Initial sacral posture

S1 extension acceleration Lift time

T1 extension moment Age

L1 extension moment Height

S1 extension moment Weight

Trunk compression Mean vertical trajectory of box

Trunk shear Maximum vertical trajectory of box

Minimum vertical trajectory of box
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at the onset of the study. The battery of physical mea-

sures included erector spinae muscular endurance (Bier-

ing-Sørensen test), quadriceps strength (maximum

voluntary contraction for seated knee extension), quad-

riceps endurance (endurance time for 50% maximum

voluntary contraction in seated knee extension), abdom-
inal muscle endurance (curl-ups), hamstring flexibility

(straight leg raise angle) and trunk velocity (during a

trunk flexion/extension test). To assess lifting technique,

five freestyle sagittal plane lifts were performed at three

separate box weights (5, 15 and 25kg) through a lift

envelope from the floor to shoulder height. A FAST-

RAKTM motion system (Polhemus Inc, Colchester, VT,

USA) was used to monitor the lifting motion with elec-
tromagnetic sensors placed on the wrist, T1 and L1 spi-

nous processes, and the L5/S1 intervertebral space. Each

sensor provided 6 degrees of freedom (x,y,z displace-

ment and yaw, pitch, and roll orientations). The sensor

placement permitted the assessment of lumbar kinemat-

ics and kinetics using a previously developed dynamic

2D link segment (Albert et al., 1998). The sensors at

each of the spinous processes provided information on
the motion at the thoracic, lumbar, and sacral levels

respectively. The wrist sensor was used to define the

forearm and the location of the box. Segment determi-

nations were a result of translations from the sensors.

Moments at the L5/S1 level were calculated using stan-

dard rigid body mechanics using Winter (1990) anthro-

pometric tables to calculate centre of mass and radius of

gyration locations for each segment in the model.
The present investigation focused on the results of the

15kg sagittal lifts in order to assess differences in lifts

performed by healthy male workers (n = 50) who re-

mained as such over the follow-up period versus those

that developed mild LBP (n = 58). Sixteen kinematic

and kinetic waveforms describing the two-dimensional

motion of the trunk and box and 17 discrete measures

describing the anthropometrics and strength characteris-
tics of the sample were extracted from the database

(Table 1) based on previous empirical evidence as to

their relevance in discriminating between lifting tech-

niques (Kjellberg et al., 1998). The waveforms, which

represented the ensemble average of five lifting trials,

were normalized to 51 time points from beginning to

end of the lift, and are referenced to the proximal verte-

brae about which vertebral joint interface the kinematic
and kinetic measures were determined (i.e., L5/S1 = S1;

T12/L1 = L1; C7/T1 = T1). The filtering and extraction

of data resulted in the inclusion of 50 control and 58

LBP subjects. Visual inspection of all waveforms was

utilized in order to determine the applicability of param-

eterization into peak, time to peak, minimum, time to

minimum, and mean values. Forty-eight parameters

commonly used for summarizing temporal data were
created. The 48-waveform parameters along with the

17 discrete measures were entered into a one-way
ANOVA in order to determine if there were any signif-

icant group differences (P < 0.05).

2.2. Waveform analysis technique

Principal component analysis was applied to the 16-

waveform variables from both groups. This allowed

for the assessment of both amplitude and relative timing

differences of waveform trajectories over the entire lift

time. Briefly, a collection of matrices consisting of com-

plete waveforms normalized to 51 time points were cre-
ated. Each matrix was set-up such that every subject�s
waveform data was entered as a row vector with dimen-

sions 1 · 51. The first 50 rows consisted of the control
group�s data, and the last 58 rows were the LBP group�s
data. The process yielded 16 matrices, each with the

dimensions 108 · 51. All waveform data was trans-

formed into principal components using an eigenvector

analysis of the covariance matrix. Each eigenvector rep-
resented a principal component, and the associated

eigenvalue the amount of variability captured. The set

of eigenvalues were scaled to the percentage of total var-

iation captured. The number of principal components

retained for comparison (k) was determined using paral-

lel analysis (Jackson, 1991). Parallel analysis involves

the creation of a 108 · 51 matrix of normally distributed
random values that are transformed into principal com-
ponents using the same methodology outlined for the 16

waveform variables. A SCREE plot of the scaled eigen-

values obtained for a single variable was created with a

line plotted representing the scaled eigenvalues from the

random data set. Any eigenvalues that fell above the

plotted line were retained as they represented principal

components that captured a greater amount of variabil-

ity than would be expected by chance. An example of
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Fig. 1. Parallel analysis applied to the scaled eigenvalues of the first 10

principal components (PCs) for box vertical velocity (s). The broken

line (jjj) represents the scaled eigenvalues of principal components

from a data set of normally distributed random numbers. The

associated principal component for each eigenvalue that lies above

the line was retained for analysis as they represented principal

components that captured a greater amount of variability than would

be expected by chance.
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parallel analysis applied to the box vertical velocity var-

iable is shown in Fig. 1. In order to assess how well the

retained principal components represented the original

data, the sum of squares of the residuals comparing

the predicted data set using the k principal component

scores and k principal components with the original data
was calculated and compared to the associated critical

value (Jackson, 1991).

Of particular interest were the principal component

scores for the two groups. Principal component scores

provide a measure of distance indicating how closely

each waveform conforms to the mode of variability cap-

tured by each principal component, and were calculated

by projecting the original data points into the new coor-
dinate space defined by the k principal components. A

positive principal component score indicates that the

associated waveform will deviate by adding to the aver-

age waveform when the principal component coefficient

is positive, subtract when the principal component coef-

ficient is negative, and vice versa. As indicated by

Larivière et al. (2000), the most challenging task is to find

the association between the results from PCA with the
clinical status. For assessing the difference between the

groups, the principal component scores represent the dis-

tance and direction whereas the principal components

represent the location in the lift (Deluzio et al., 1997).

It is also possible to determine where in the lifting cycle

a particular principal component loads the greatest by

scaling it to the proportion of variability accounted for.

By examining the sign of the principal component scores
and principal component coefficients along with the prin-

cipal component scaled to the proportion of variability
accounted for, it is possible to visually extract curves

from the original dataset illustrating the mode of varia-

tion captured. The process involves selecting curves that

correspond to a particular principal component score/

principal component coefficient relationship within the

portion of the lifting cycle where the principal compo-
nent loads the greatest, and plotting them along with

the mean curve. Two waveforms are selected to demon-

strate the mode of variability clearly. All matrix calcula-

tions were performed using custom software written in

MatLab (release 12.1, MathWorks Inc.).

A test of normality (Shapiro–Wilk) and of equality of

covariance matrices (Box�s Test of Equality of Covari-
ance Matrices) revealed that the assumptions of multi-
variate normality and equality of variances for a

MANOVA could not be met. Therefore, one-way ANO-

VA�s with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple compari-
sons were utilized to analyze those principal component

scores which were normally distributed with equal

covariance matrices, while the Kruskal–Wallis Test

was utilized to analyze those principal component scores

which could not meet these assumptions in order to
determine if there were any significant group differences

(P < 0.05). All statistical tests were performed using

SPSS for Windows (Release 10.0.5 SPSS Inc).
3. Results

3.1. Parameterization

No significant group differences (P < 0.05) were

found with respect to the set of waveform parameters.

Significant group differences (P < 0.05) were found for

four of the discrete measures, with descriptive data pre-

sented in Table 2. Inspection of knee and trunk angular

positions indicated that both groups used lift postures

ranging between squat and stoop methods.

3.2. Waveform analysis

The number of principal components retained for

each waveform variable ranged from two to six, and ac-

counted for an average of 94.02% (range 87.08–98.46%)

of the variance in the datasets. Residual analysis (Jack-

son, 1991) of the retained principal components and
principal component scores revealed that the original

dataset was adequately represented for an average of

94.44% of the participants, indicating that the principal

components captured the key features within the wave-

forms. Significant group differences (P < 0.05) were

found for five of the principal component scores.

Descriptive data for the significant differences are pre-

sented in Table 2.
The mode of variation captured by box vertical

velocity principal component four (Fig. 2a) represents



Table 2

Group descriptive data for variables found to be significantly different (P < 0.05)

Variable Control LBP P*

Mean SD Mean SD

Discrete measures

Age (years) 35.08 7.94 31.67 6.84 0.018

Lift time (s) 1.76 0.29 1.93 0.29 0.042

Mean box vertical trajectory (m) 0.70 0.06 0.72 0.04 0.011

Maximum box vertical trajectory (m) 1.18 0.07 1.22 0.07 0.029

Principal component scores

Box vertical velocity PC4 �0.08 0.30 0.07 0.35 0.018

T1 extension acceleration PC6 �34.83 164.78 30.02 124.61 0.022

T1 extension moment PC3 7.67 34.66 �6.61 37.10 0.042

S1 extension moment PC2 �21.88 72.52 18.86 78.61 0.006

Trunk compression PC2 �6.04 29.05 5.20 28.34 0.018

Principal component labels have been abbreviated to PC#, where # denotes which principal component score had a significant group difference.
* Significance for all variables except T1 extension acceleration PC6 determined using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple

comparisons. A significant group difference for T1 extension acceleration PC6 was assessed with the Kruskal–Wallis test.
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Fig. 2. Box vertical velocity principal component four plotted in the

original form (a) and as the percentage of variation explained (b). Of

particular interest is the region from approximately 65% to 100% of the

lift time. To illustrate the mode of variability captured, the mean curve

along with waveforms that corresponded to Control and LBP principal

component scores (c) were plotted. Principal component labels have

been abbreviated to PC.
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a magnitude operator and accounts for 5.73% of the to-

tal variance. When plotted in this form, it is evident that

the significantly different pattern of variability exists in

four distinct regions. By comparing the sign of the prin-
cipal component score (Table 2) and principal compo-

nent coefficients (Fig. 2a), it appears that the control

group will have a pattern of lower (0–20%), higher

(20–38%), lower (38–62%), and higher (62–100%) box

vertical velocity than the LBP group over the lift time.

In order to assess the relative importance of principal

component coefficients, box vertical velocity principal

component four was scaled to the percentage of varia-
tion explained and plotted in Fig. 2b. As Fig. 2b shows,

the majority of the variability captured by the principal

component concentrates between 70% and 100% of the

lift, with a little over 45% of the total variability ac-

counted for at 83% of the total lift time. Therefore,

box vertical velocity principal component four accounts

for a magnitude difference near the end of the lift. In or-

der to illustrate the mode of variability captured, repre-
sentative curves for mean, control, and LBP principal

component scores were extracted and plotted in Fig.

2c. Although the representative curves in Fig. 2c reveal

an interchanging pattern in relative box vertical velocity

between the groups, it is critical to reiterate that box ver-

tical velocity principal component four concentrates on

the region between 70% and 100% of the lift, where the

control group increases the velocity of the box. The con-
trol group appears to perform a wrist change-over where

the vertical velocity of the box was briefly increased in

order to thrust the arms out to the shelf for placement,

whereas the LBP group demonstrated a progressive de-

cline in box vertical velocity from the peak value. The

other discrepancies between the waveforms represent re-

gions that account for less than 20% of variation at the

start of the lift, and less than 10% of the variation at
30% and 50% of the lift time.
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T1 extension acceleration principal component six ac-

counts for 4.20% of the total variance and represents a

difference operator. Fig. 3a reveals six fluctuations with-

in the mode of variation, but is much clearer when plot-

ted as the percentage of variation explained across the

lift (Fig. 3b). The magnitude difference being captured
exists in two distinct regions during the last half of the

lift. Roughly 45% and almost 30% of the variation is ex-

plained around 65% and 88% of the lift respectively. Fig.

3c shows that the negative principal component score

and negative principal component coefficient results in

the control group having a higher T1 extension acceler-

ation in the first region and a lower T1 extension accel-

eration in the second region where the principal
component coefficient is positive. This difference opera-

tor quantifies the difference in the waveforms at specific

periods of the task, and is likely related to the box ver-

tical velocity patterns and a difference in motor control
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Fig. 3. T1 extension acceleration principal component six plotted in

the original form (a) and as the percentage of variation explained (b).

Two distinct regions from approximately 55% to 75% and from

approximately 75% to 100% of the lift time are most important. To

illustrate the mode of variability captured, the mean curve along with

waveforms that corresponded to Control and LBP principal compo-

nent scores (c) were plotted. Principal component labels have been

abbreviated to PC.
strategies employed to control and place the box on the

shelf.

A phase shift is captured by T1 extension moment

principal component three and accounts for 8.09% of

the total variance. As Fig. 4a shows, the positive princi-

pal component score for the control group will cause
their waveforms to add to the average waveform until

around 25%, subtract from around 25–65%, and finally

add again for the rest of the lift time causing a curve

shift to the right. The shift in the waveforms will be

noticeable between 25% and 65% of the lift time as

shown in Fig. 4b. The representative curves plotted in

Fig. 4c display the mode of variability quite clearly.

The control group is able to delay the contribution of
a thoracic extension moment which results in a de-

creased relative amount of time spent at peak loading.

Both S1 extension moment principal component

two and trunk compression principal component two
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Fig. 4. T1 extension moment principal component three plotted in the

original form (a) and as the percentage of variation explained (b). Of

particular interest is the region from approximately 30% to 65% of the

lift time. To illustrate the mode of variability captured, the mean curve

along with waveforms that corresponded to Control and LBP principal

component scores (c) were plotted. Principal component labels have

been abbreviated to PC.
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Fig. 5. S1 extension moment principal component two plotted in the

original form (a) and as the percentage of variation explained (b). Of

particular interest is the point around 35% of the lift time where the

principal component coefficients change sign. The region from

approximately 35% to 100% of the lift time captures the greatest

amount of variability. To illustrate the mode of variability captured,

the mean curve along with waveforms that corresponded to Control

and LBP principal component scores (c) were plotted. Principal

component labels have been abbreviated to PC.
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Fig. 6. Trunk compression principal component two plotted in the

original form (a) and as the percentage of variation explained (b). Of

particular interest is the point around 40% of the lift time where the

principal component coefficients change sign. The region from

approximately 40% to 100% of the lift time captures the greatest

amount of variability. To illustrate the mode of variability captured,

the mean curve along with waveforms that corresponded to Control

and LBP principal component scores (c) were plotted. Principal

component labels have been abbreviated to PC.
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represent difference operators. Considering the similari-

ties in waveform patterns between S1 extension moment

and trunk compression, it is not surprising that Fig. 5a

and b are nearly identical to Fig. 6a and b. For both

principal components, the negative mean principal com-

ponent score of the control group will cause the wave-

forms to be subtracted from the average waveform
when the principal component coefficient is positive un-

til approximately 35% of the lift time. After this point

has been reached, the principal component coefficients

change sign, which will cause the control group�s wave-
forms to be added to the average waveform, thereby

illustrating a difference operator. Figs. 5b and 6b both

indicate that the difference in variability will be greatest

during the second half of the lift time, with the most var-
iation accounted for after 80% of the lift. Both Figs. 5c
and 6c illustrate this pattern clearly. As expected the S1

extension moment and Trunk compression were highest
at the start of the lift. The rapid decrease in S1 extension

moment in the LBP group was inversely related to the

development of the T1 extension moment. The differ-

ences in relative timing of S1 and T1 extension moments

are mirrored in trunk compression patterns (Fig. 6c).
4. Discussion

The parameter-based analysis focused on summary

variables like peak motions where non-significant find-

ings suggest a similar technique. The lack of significant

differences with respect to the 48 parameters extracted

to characterize the lifting task indicated that the tech-

niques used by the two groups were the same. For exam-

ple, knee angle is often used as a kinematic marker for
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lifting technique. Subjects with similar maximum knee

bend would imply a similar lift posture yet how the task

was completed is not addressed. Although the two

groups had statistically equivalent anthropometric char-

acteristics, there was a significant difference for the two

end effect variables of mean lift time and maximum
height attained by the box. It stands to reason that with-

in a constrained task different end effects would require

different motions to achieve the results. However, as

with previous research (Albert et al., 1998; Larivière

et al., 2002), the parameters chosen to describe the kine-

matic waveform data were not able to discriminate lift-

ing performance between the two groups in this study.

Furthermore, in their discussion on the coordination
of muscle activity as it relates to lumbar spine stability,

McGill et al. (2003) indicate that similar motion patterns

can be generated through different motor patterns, each

with different characteristics with respect to joint load-

ing and stability. Waveform analysis techniques such

as PCA afford researchers the opportunity to explore

movement patterns as they relate to both kinematic

and kinetic variables.
When describing the retained principal components,

there were three primary modes of variation captured;

a magnitude operator, a difference operator, and a phase

shift. A magnitude operator explained variability that

existed between the amplitudes of waveforms and oc-

curred within specific sections of the lift, but could also

have occurred over the entire lift time. Difference oper-

ators described variation that changed in sign or direc-
tion, where a waveform will first be either added or

subtracted from the average waveform, and then

switched to the opposite operation. Changes in the rela-

tive timing of events within waveforms were captured by

a phase shift, and were characterized by a waveform

event either shifting to the right or left of the average

waveform.

PCA was able to distinguish the two groups on pat-
terns of variability associated with two kinematic and

three kinetic properties of the lift. The patterns of vari-

ability captured by box vertical velocity principal com-

ponent four and T1 extension acceleration principal

component six represent magnitude operators and de-

scribe a movement strategy related to the placement

and control of the load near the end of the lift. Both

groups began the lift with rapid vertical movement of
the box. However, once the peak trajectory was reached,

the LBP group decreased the velocity until load place-

ment whereas the CON group demonstrated an increase

in vertical box movement just prior to shelf placement.

A freestyle lifting technique from the floor to shoulder

height can be broken down into three distinct stages

consisting of the load being pulled up with leg and back

extension, a wrist changeover where the hands are repo-
sitioned from above to below the target, and finally the

load being pushed out to the target (Stevenson et al.,
1990). In comparison, when the lifting trajectory was

constrained with an incremental lifting machine, there

was no wrist changeover resulting in a progressive de-

cline in the vertical velocity of the load from the peak

value (Stevenson et al., 1991). Interestingly, the pattern

of box vertical velocity found in the present study for
the LBP group resembles the lifting trajectory con-

strained task which was reported to be evident in only

8% of male subjects� natural lifting strategy (Stevenson
et al., 1991). Correspondingly, the LBP group�s T1
extension acceleration near the end of the lift reveals a

pattern of trunk flexion deceleration when the vertical

velocity of the box is also decreasing. At the same time

this pattern occurs with the LBP group, the CON group
increases their T1 flexion acceleration when the load

experiences a rise in the vertical velocity, suggesting

movement correction during the wrist change-over.

However, the cause of such a pattern is difficult to deter-

mine without more information about arm movement,

but the modes of variation captured by T1 extension

moment principal component three and S1 extension

moment principal component two may be related.
T1 extension moment principal component three and

S1 extension moment principal component two capture a

phase shift and difference operator respectively describ-

ing the relative timing of moment generation about T1

and S1. When compared to the CON group, the LBP

group�s pattern of generating a relatively higher S1
extension moment until around 35% of the lift then

changing to relatively lower values coincides with the
phase shift captured by T1 extension moment principal

component three. It appears that the difference operator

for S1 extension moment principal component two leads

to the phase shift in T1 extension moment principal

component three. As a result, the LBP group reached

and remained at peak thoracic loading for 50% of the lift

cycle whereas the CON group were at peak for only

30%. Similarly, Larivière et al. (2002) found that chronic
LBP patients tended to reduce lumbar erector spinae

activation in favor of increasing thoracic erector spinae

activation during a lifting task. Their results suggested

that the chronic LBP group might have been attempting

to compensate for lumbar pain. The Queen�s DuPont
Low Back Pain Research Study did not track muscle

activation and therefore electromyographic information

about the trunk musculature was not available for anal-
ysis. However, the moment generation patterns found in

the present study suggest that the contribution of muscle

activation found by Larivière et al. (2002) may be a re-

sult of a motor control issue that was evident prior to

the patients developing LBP, and not a means to protect

lumbar tissues. Larivière et al. (2002) went further to

indicate that their findings should have been reflected

in trunk compression, which was not found. The
researchers identify that methodological constraints im-

posed by the calculation of resultant moments and
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forces may have contributed to their lack of findings in

this regard. Perhaps the researchers were further con-

strained by the parameterization approach utilized in

the analysis as trunk compression principal component

two captured a difference operator that reflected a simi-

lar pattern for trunk compressive unloading that was
found by S1 extension moment principal component

two. It appears that the group differences in the inferred

motor pattern and identified timing of moment genera-

tion about S1 and T1 led to the differences in the control

and placement of the box.

Surprisingly, the waveform analysis employed did not

find any significant differences with respect to the modes

of variation for any of the trunk angular velocities or
accelerations. When Khalaf et al. (1997, 1999) per-

formed similar waveform analyses on lifting curves, it

was found that more modes of variation were required

to represent velocity and acceleration data as compared

to torques. Such results indicate that higher order kine-

matics have a greater amount of inherent variability and

thus require more features to adequately represent them

(Khalaf et al., 1997, 1999). Their results were attributed
to the noise and error present in the process of differen-

tiating the displacement. However, the researchers sug-

gested that the inclusion of inertial components in the

calculation of torques might have resulted in reduced

overall variability for these variables. Similarly in the

present study, up to four principal components were re-

quired to adequately describe the velocity data, six prin-

cipal components for the acceleration data, but only
three and two principal components for the moments

and net forces (compression and shear) respectively.

Therefore, the increased amount of variability present

in the velocity and acceleration data has led to the

inability to identify significant group differences with

respect to scores on specific patterns of variation.
5. Summary

Two methods for discerning lifting technique of

industrial manual material handlers prior to either

developing LBP or not were explored. The parameter-

based approach using 48 discrete kinematic and kinetic

measures associated with the lifting activity (such as

maximum and minimum joint angles and associated
angular velocities) and 17 discrete measures describing

the anthropometrics and strength characteristics of the

sample was unable to identify group differences. The

PCA approach, which determined the largest modes of

variability for 16 waveforms, revealed differences on five

different lifting variables.

The sensitivity of the PCA approach in identifying

differences in the synergistic lifting patterns between
workers who did and did not develop low back pain is

encouraging. Despite the mild nature of the low back
pain experienced by the workers, differences in lifting

technique were found. The reasons for the differences

in the chosen techniques are not understood but require

further investigation into motor control pathways and

strategies to link their association to low back pain

development.
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